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ABSTRACT
Context-based adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC) of
H.264/AVC was originally designed for quantized
transform coefficients in lossy video coding, and as such
does not yield adequate performance in lossless video
coding. In this paper, we propose an improved CAVLC for
lossless intra coding. Considering statistical differences of
residual data in lossy and lossless coding, we design a new
CAVLC encoding algorithm. Experimental results show
that the proposed method provides approximately 7.6% bit
savings, compared to the current H.264/AVC FRExt high
profile.
Index Terms— H.264/AVC, CAVLC, lossless video
coding
1. INTRODUCTION
The latest video coding standard H.264/AVC was
developed by the Joint Video Team (JVT) of the ITU-T
Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and the ISO/IEC
Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG). Due to its high
coding performance, H.264/AVC has become a popular
video compression scheme for a wide range of applications,
including video conferencing and multimedia streaming [1].
However, the H.264/AVC standard has been developed
by focusing mainly on lossy video coding; lossless video
coding is also important in many application areas, such as
source distribution, digital cinema, and medical imaging.
Hence, in order to provide improved functionality for
lossless video coding, the H.264/AVC standard included a
so-called pulse-code modulation (PCM) macroblock coding
mode, where the values of the original image samples are
transmitted directly without prediction, transformation, and
quantization [2].
After finalizing the first version of H.264/AVC, JVT
developed several extensions to the original standard, which
are known as the Fidelity Range Extensions (FRExt) [3].
During development of the FRExt amendment, they decided
that a more effective means of lossless coding was desirable
for most demanding applications. Therefore, FRExt also

includes a transform-bypass [4] lossless mode that employs
two main processes, prediction and entropy coding, which
were not previously used in the PCM macroblock mode. To
further enhance the coding performance of lossless coding,
we still need to develop more efficient coding techniques
for prediction and entropy coding.
In the meantime, instead of developing a block-based
intra prediction, a new intra prediction method, called as
sample-wise differential pulse-code modulation (DPCM) [3],
was introduced for lossless intra prediction. Since samplewise DPCM provided better compression performance, it
was adopted as a part of a new draft amendment of the
H.264/AVC standard [5].
For lossless intra coding in FRExt, the original sample
values are coded by two main operations, intra prediction
and entropy coding; but transformation and quantization are
not used. Therefore, we can expect a significant statistical
difference between lossy and lossless coding. In order to
design an appropriate entropy coding method for lossless
coding, we need to modify the conventional entropy coder
in H.264/AVC.
Previously, CAVLC was unable to provide optimum
coding performance for lossless video coding because it was
designed primarily for lossy video coding. In this paper, we
design an improved CAVLC [6] for lossless intra coding.
2. CONTEXT-BASED ADAPTIVE VLC IN H.264
CAVLC is employed to encode residual data, zigzag
scanned quantized transform coefficients, for a 4×4 subblock. CAVLC was designed to take advantage of several
characteristics of residual data in lossy coding: (1) after
transformation and quantization, sub-blocks typically
contain mostly zeros, especially in high frequency regions;
(2) the level of the highest non-zero coefficients tends to be
as small as one, and (3) the level of non-zero coefficients
tend to be larger toward the low frequency regions. Then,
taking into consideration the above characteristics, CAVLC
employs five coding steps.
Step 1: A trailing one is one of up to three consecutive nonzero coefficients having an absolute value equal to 1

accurately reflect the above mentioned statistical
characteristics of residual data, we propose a more efficient
CAVLC for lossless intra coding by modifying the
corresponding encoding parts of CAVLC.
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at the end of a scan of non-zero coefficients. Both
the total number of non-zero coefficients (numcoeff)
and the number of trailing ones (numtrailingones)
are encoded using a combined codeword.
Step 2: The sign information of each trailing one is simply
encoded by a one bit codeword in reverse order.
Step 3: The absolute value of level of each remaining nonzero coefficient is encoded in reverse order.
Step 4: The number of all zeros before the last non-zero
coefficient are encoded.
Step 5: The number of consecutive zeros preceding each
non-zero coefficient are encoded in reverse order.
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At the first step, the four VLC tables used for encoding
numcoeff and numtrailingones are comprised of three
variable-length code (Num-VLC0, Num-VLC1, and NumVLC2) tables and one fixed-length code (FLC) table. The
choice of VLC table depends on numcoeff in the previously
coded upper and left sub-blocks. Thus, based on the
predicted numcoeff (N), an appropriate VLC table for the
current sub-block is selected from Table 1.
Table 1. Choice of VLC table
N
0, 1
2, 3
4, 5, 6, 7
8 or above

VLC Table
Num-VLC0
Num-VLC1
Num-VLC2
FLC

3. CAVLC FOR LOSSLESS INTRA CODING
3.1. Statistical Characteristics of Residual Data
In lossless coding, residual data does not represent
quantized and transformed coefficients, but rather the
differential pixel values between the original and the
predicted pixel values. Therefore, the statistical
characteristics of the residual data in lossless coding are as
follows: (1) the probability distribution of the existence of a
non-zero coefficient is independent to scanning position and
numcoeff is generally large compared to those in lossy
coding; (2) the occurrence probability of a trailing one is not
so high because the absolute value of a non-zero coefficient
does not decrease as scanning position increase. Therefore,
the trailing one does not need to be treated as a special case
of encoding; they are coded as normal coefficients.
Figure 1 shows that the probability distribution of the
existence of non-zero coefficients according to scanning
position. As expected, a significant difference can be seen in
the statistics between the residual data of lossy and lossless
coding. Typically measured probability density function
(PDF) of residual data can be modeled by exponential
distributions or geometric distributions in lossy coding.
In lossless coding, the occurrence probability of trailing
ones turns out to be relatively lower than that of lossy
coding as shown in Table 2. Therefore, in order to more
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Fig. 1. Probability distribution of the existence of non-zero
coefficients according to scanning position (‘Paris’, CIF)
Table 2. Occurrence probability distribution of trailing ones
QP
Sequence
Foreman
Silent
Mobile
Paris

Lossless
(0)
0.258
0.232
0.222
0.275

12

24

36

0.760
0.817
0.636
0.747

0.903
0.923
0.837
0.866

0.958
0.955
0.929
0.936

3.2. Coding the Number of Non-zero Coefficients
At the first step, we encode numcoeff but do not consider
numtrailingones. The corresponding VLC table is selected
based on the predicted numcoeff. If the predicted numcoeff
is larger than seven, the fixed length code (FLC) table is
selected, as described in Table 1.
In lossless coding, the FLC table is most often selected
because numcoeff is generally larger than seven, as shown
in Table 3. From extensive experiments on various test
sequences in lossless intra coding we observed that the FLC
table was selected about 95 % of the time. Hence, we could
remove three VLC tables (Num-VLC0 to Num-VLC2) in the
first step. Since only the FLC table is used, we do not need
to consider the process for the predicting numcoeff.
Table 3. Average number of non-zero coefficients in a sub-block
QP
Sequence
Foreman
Silent
Mobile
Paris

Lossless
(0)
13.92
14.07
14.19
13.79

12

24

36

8.10
8.22
10.28
7.98

3.49
3.32
6.31
4.11

1.09
0.91
2.53
1.69

The FLC table consists of 4 bits for numcoeff and 2 bits
for numtrailingones except for chroma DC, respectively;
since numtrailingones does not need to be considered; only
4 bits for numcoeff remain. However, instead of using the
FLC table, which uniformly assigns 4 bits for all numcoeff,
we designed a simple but effective VLC table for
considering the statistics of numcoeff in lossless coding.

Table 4. Codeword table for ‘numcoeff’
numcoeff
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Codeword
Except for Chroma DC
Chroma DC
Check bit
Bits
Check bit
Bits
1
1111
1
×
1
0000
0
00
1
0001
0
01
1
0010
0
10
1
0011
0
11
1
0100
1
0101
1
0110
1
0111
1
1000
1
1001
1
1010
1
1011
0
00
0
01
0
10
0
11
-

3.3. Level Coding
In level coding, the absolute level value (abs_level) of each
non-zero coefficient is adaptively encoded by a selected
VLC table from among the seven predefined VLC tables
(Lev-VLC0 to Lev-VLC6) in reverse scanning order. Each
VLC table is designed to efficiently encode in a specified
range of abs_level. The selection of a VLC table for level
coding in CAVLC is based on the expectation that abs_level
is likely to increase toward the low frequency regions.
Hence, the selection of a VLC table is monotonically
increased according to the previously encoded abs_level.
However, the abs_level in lossless coding is
independent to scanning position, as shown in Fig. 2. As
such, we designed an adaptive VLC table selection method

that can decrease or increase according to the previously
encoded abs_level.
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Since trailing ones are treated as normal coefficients they
are coded in level coding step. Therefore, step 2, which is a
coding stage of the sign information of each trailing one, is
removed in the proposed method.
In our proposed VLC table, numcoeff from 1 to 12 and
13 to 16 have 4 bit and 2 bit codewords, respectively. In
order to avoid ambiguity at the decoder, we insert a check
bit into the prefix of each codeword.
In the case of chroma DC, CAVLC employs a special
VLC table to encode chroma DC residual data depending on
the normal color format, such as 4:2:0, 4:2:2, and 4:4:4. In
our research, we also designed a new VLC table for chroma
DC data that considers the statistics of residual data.
Chroma DC data has up to four coefficients in a 4:2:0 color
format. In the proposed VLC table, we insert a check bit
into the prefix of the codeword to assign a unique codeword
distinguishing between numcoeff>0 and numcoeff =0.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of average absolute level value according to
scanning position (‘Paris’, CIF)

In lossy coding, CAVLC typically determines the
smallest VLC table in a range of possible VLC tables based
on the assumption that the next abs_level to be coded is
going to be larger. However, in lossless coding, the next
abs_level does not necessarily increase at lower
frequencies—we cannot assume that the next abs_level to
be coded is larger than the current abs_level. Theoretically,
the design of the optimal threshold for each abs_level
should select the average threshold in lossless coding
because we cannot predict whether or not the next abs_level
will increase. In Table 5, we represent new thresholds
obtained from the result of the best coding range for
abs_level and average threshold.
Table 5. New Threshold for determining for VLC table
VLC table
Lev-VLC0
Lev-VLC1
Lev-VLC2
Lev-VLC3
Lev-VLC4
Lev-VLC5
Lev-VLC6

Best coding range
for abs_level
1
1, 2
1-5
2 - 11
4 - 23
8 - 47
> 15

Average
Threshold
1
1.5
3
6.5
13.5
27.5
-

New
Threshold
1
2
3
7
14
28
-

In Fig. 2, we can see that the last scanned abs_level is
quite different between lossy coding and lossless coding. In
level coding, encoding starts with either Lev-VLC0 or LevVLC1 because the last scanned abs_level represents the
highest frequency coefficient in lossy coding, and it is likely
to be small.
However, in lossless coding the last scanned abs_level
is not small enough to use either Lev-VLC0 or Lev-VLC1.
From extensive experiments on various test sequences in
lossless intra coding we observed that the average value of
the last scanned abs_level in the chroma DC sub-block and
other sub-blocks are approximately 6.79 and 10.70,
respectively. Therefore, we initialize the VLC tables as LevVLC3 and Lev_VLC4, respectively for both cases.

Table 7. Comparison of the compression ratio for H.264 intra lossless coding
Test Sequence

Original Image Size (bits)

Foreman
(QCIF)

45619200

Silent
(QCIF)

45619200

Mobile
(CIF)

182476800

Paris
(CIF)

182476800

Average

Method
Original
Method I
Method II
Original
Method I
Method II
Original
Method I
Method II
Original
Method I
Method II
Original
Method I
Method II

Total Bits (bits)
21119320
20502040
19897784
22109864
21452552
20561096
110168736
107455736
98218696
89998496
87570424
83759728

Compression Ratio
2.1601
2.2251
2.2927
2.0633
2.1265
2.2187
1.6563
1.6982
1.8579
2.0276
2.0838
2.1786
1.9768
2.0334
2.1370

∆Saving Bits (%)
0
2.923
5.784
0
2.973
7.005
0
2.463
10.847
0
2.698
6.932
0
2.764
7.642

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5. CONCLUSIONS

To verify the efficiency of the proposed method,
experiments were performed on several YUV 4:2:0 format
test sequences with QCIF and CIF resolutions. All the
tested sequences have 150 frames and 30 fps. We
implemented our proposed method in the H.264 reference
software version JM 13.2 [7]. Table 6 shows the encoding
parameters for the reference software.

In this paper, we propose an improved context-based
adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC) for lossless intra
coding. By considering residual data statistics in lossless
coding, we designed a new CAVLC encoding algorithm.
From experimental results, we found that the proposed
method provides approximately 7.6% bit saving when
compared with the current H.264/AVC FRExt high profile.

Table 6. Encoding parameters
ProfileIDC
IntraPeriod
QPISlice
SymbolMode
QPPrimeYZeroTransformBypassFlag

244 (High 4: 4: 4)
1 (only intra coding)
0 (lossless)
0 (CAVLC)
1
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